
 

To ALL Americans,  

This site was founded and developed by a regular guy who is tired of seeing his country being 
torn apart by our (so-called) leaders. Leaders that are not accessible to voting Americans, leaders 
that do not tell us the truth, leaders that cannot answer a question in a straight-forward manner. 
Leaders that from the moment we elected them on false promises and pretenses, are 
immediately back to running the next campaign and raising money to keep themselves in 
power.  

Those are the operative words, MONEY, and POWER, they have it and the American voting 
citizens do not. POWER is obtained with that MONEY. Money is given to them to buy their votes 
for organizations and special interest groups they do not represent. All that MONEY keeps them 
in POWER so long as they continue doing what those BIG DONORS tell them to. And it is ALL at 
our expense.  

How can it be at our expense? How can money be the problem? How can the power be the 
problem? The reasons, answers and solutions are here on this site if you continue to read and 
educate yourself.   

Most Americans do not know how the United States Government is made up. Most Americans 
do not know who their congressional representatives are or the responsibilities of our 
governmental branches. Many Americans make civil decisions based on something they hear or 
read and then it is accepted as fact, just because it was learned from their  favorite source of 
news.  

Sad, but true. How do we know for sure? That’s the point, and we will never know for sure under 
the current structure of our government and our news outlets. In recent years if we don’t like 
what we hear, if we don’t agree with what someone has to say, all anyone needs to do is make 
an accusation; That’s an alternate fact; That is just a lie; or the most frequently used accusation 
today, That is; or you are, racists. It is from these words we become even more divided.   

If you are an American citizen and a registered voter, or you are thinking of registering to vote 
and you agree with any or all of what you have read and heard, then I invite you to join this 
movement and take back that POWER from those 535 elected men and women who are bought 
and paid for by those Special Interest Groups and Corporations. Those groups are the MONEY 
and they wield the POWER, for now.  

The real  POWER belongs to the PEOPLE, and we need to join together, be heard, and take back 
that POWER.  Earning My Vote, this is what every person seeking to Serve the People needs to 
do to get elected.   

Independent and Non-Partisan 
Dedicated to giving government back “To The People.” 
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